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Wallace Hall Update – 05.05.22 - COVID-19 (Coronavirus) 

Primary email address: gw08officewallacehal@ea.dumgal.sch.uk 

Primary phone number: 01848 332140 

Academy email address: gw08officewallace@ea.dumgal.sch.uk 

Academy phone number: 01848 332120 

Public Health Phone Number: 01387 272724 

NHS24 Phone Number: 111 

NHS Website: https://www.nhsinform.scot/ 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Dear Parent/Carer 

WHOLE SCHOOL 

We are pleased to say that the transition out of COVID restrictions seems to be going very well.  Primary and ELC staff are busy 
organising class trips and both they and the children are excited about the prospect of venturing out of school with their 
friends.  In the Academy some subjects have already planned or taken day trips out of school and plans are moving forward for 
residential trips later this year.   
 
If any of your children are unwell with symptoms that you feel are associated with COVID and you aren’t sure what to do, 
please contact the school and we can help you.  However, the bottom line is, if your child has a high temperature, you should 
keep them at home until their temperature returns to normal and they are feeling well enough to return. 
 

ACADEMY 
 
Uniform Reminder 
 
Now that we are in Term 4 there is no need for pupils to have jackets on in class and we would remind them about the uniform 
guidelines which were sent out in this term's letter. 
 
All pupils should have a white shirt and tie, and if they wish they can have a black v-neck jumper or cardigan.  The jumpers or 
cardigans should not have logos or be branded and if they are wearing a jumper we should be able to see the tie underneath.   
Pupils should wear either black trousers or black skirt.  Denim jeans, jogging bottoms and leggings are not part of the uniform. 
With this return to uniform, hooded tops will not be acceptable.  Any other colour other than black is not part of the school 
uniform. 
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